
Jorge Capcha
Full-Stack Web Developer

jmcapcha@gmail.com | (+51)997603361 LinkedIn | GitHub | Portfolio

Enthusiastic full-stack web developer dedicated to exploring decentralized and groundbreaking technologies. Boasting over 5
years of experience as a medical English-Spanish interpreter, coupled with formal education in diverse fields, I bring a unique
perspective to my development endeavors. The pivot to technology as a web developer represents my deliberate choice to
actively participate in the global discourse. My aim is to contribute to initiatives involving financial innovation, environmental
sustainability, artificial intelligence, blockchain, and other impactful ventures that positively shape our world. I am driven not only
by personal growth but also by the desire to inspire others through my journey.

TECHNICAL SKILLS a

Javascript
Ruby
PostgreSQL

HTML
Rails
Typescript

CSS / Emotion
React
Solidity

Git / Github
Go
Hardhat

Teleperformance Peru Lima, Peru
Communication Outsourcing Services
OPI (interpreter) May 2022 – February 2023

● Demonstrated genuine care and understanding for both patients and healthcare professionals to establish a
compassionate environment and deal with communication barriers calmly and patiently.

● My dedication to continuous improvement and effective communication was pivotal in maintaining a high standard of
service and an award-winning performance during my tenure.

Mego Networks Lima, Peru
Interpreter Outsourcing Services
VRI(Video Interpreter) July 2018 – October 2021

● Collaborated with the team to enhance confidence in our services as the pandemic hit the healthcare industry in the US.
● Remained composed in healthcare emergency situations, facilitating urgent communication under pressure.

PROJECTS a

Doable: An all-encompassing task management application designed for simplicity and efficiency. The project was developed
using a blend of HTML, CSS, and vanilla JavaScript, with data sourced from an external API.
Eatable: a web application that empowers users to browse, update, and delete various food records effortlessly. This dynamic
platform was constructed using Emotion CSS, JavaScript, and React, and it seamlessly interacts with a data API.
Get That Home: a comprehensive full-stack application designed to connect home seekers with property owners, tailoring the
experience to their specific profiles. With advanced search features and options to save or post properties, this project's backend
was developed using Ruby on Rails, while the frontend utilizes React and JavaScript to consume the REST API. Repos: front, back

EDUCATION a

Codeable (www.codeable.la) Lima, Peru
Intensive full-stack web development education program (full-time, 6 months) May 2023 - November 2023
Instituto Superior Tecnologico Orson Welles Lima, Peru
Sound Engineering Technician July 2015 – December 2017

ADDITIONAL a

● Languages: native Spanish, proficient English(C2)

EXPERIENCE a

mailto:jmcapcha@gmail.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jorgecapcha
https://github.com/Kamaqen
https://jorge-capcha.com/
https://github.com/Kamaqen/doable-js-Kamaqen
http://react-eatable-kamaqen
https://github.com/Kamaqen/c11-team1-getThatHome
https://github.com/Kamaqen/c11-team1-getThatHome-api

